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Presentation Notes
Jan Gehl is now working on some very exciting plans for New York City.  I cannot say what they are, but they are spectacular and will get the world’s attention.
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The Polder Model





Street Space Requirement by Mode of Travel
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Driving and Parking a car on the streets of  New York City is an inherently inefficient and gluttonous act.  Because by driving you are over-consuming a scarce resource– street space– that could be used for more productive and healthy purposes.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And cars also generate a lot of “urban space pollution”. This is 42nd street in New York City.  50 people are traveling in this photo
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50 people are also traveling in this photo
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Presentation Notes
And 50 are traveling in this photo.You can see when people bike, walk or take transit, there is a lot of space to make the city even better.  Imagine if you had a huge elephant as a pet and then someone said, hey, why don’t you  get a cat instead?  You could do wonders with your space.  It’s the same with streets.  When the cars are gone, you can have magnificent sidewalks, bike lanes, linear parks, sidewalk cafes--  more space to do what cities were invented to do:  facilitate interaction. This all makes a lot of sense:  we should reduce car use and increase biking, walking and transit.  But politically it is very difficult.  Drivers feel entitled.  But we are very lucky in New York because we have leaders who are meeting the challenge of sustainable mobility.  Our mayor, our deputy mayor and our DOT commissioner are doing three big things:  1) giving street space to bicyclists, pedestrians and bus riders 2) charging more for parking and 3) congestion pricing.



Traffic Calming







Traffic’s Human Toll
Relationships between Residents

Astoria/Brooklyn Heights

Medium-traffic Streets:
11 friends & 

acquaintances per 
person

Heavy-traffic Streets:
8 friends & 

acquaintances per 
person

Light-traffic Streets:
18 friends & 

acquaintances per 
person
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Presentation Notes
But wait, there’s even more reasons to hate cars!









Shared Streets

















The Dutch Bicycle



There are 18 million bikes for 16.4 
million people in the Netherlands.

The vast majority of bikes sold in the 
Netherlands are city bikes, with 
children's bikes a distant second. 

Dutch kids bikes also come equipped 
for transportation with fenders, lights, 
carriers, chainguards, kickstands, 
bells... 
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Presentation Notes
Sometimes they lie down in the box of a bakfiets. The safety harnesses are rarely used for any kid older than a baby.





Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s this normalcy and near universal use of the bicycle that led me to stay in Amsterdam. I was so charmed by this quiet, historical and civilized where just being outside is a pleasure. Riding along the canals in the evening with girlfriend side-saddle on my rear carrier. 
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under people
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Presentation Notes
Getting so many people on bikes really means getting everybody on bikes: This means older people



On average about half the entire Dutch 
population rides a bike once a day. 

The Dutch cycle on average 909km 
per year. That's an average of 2.48km 
per day for the entire country including 
those too young, old or otherwise 
unable to cycle. 
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Children sit and stand lackadaisically while hitching a ride on their parent's bikes. 



Complete Streets
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Presentation Notes
This is a tunnel underneath the runways at Schiphol airport.From left to right:-highway express lanesHighwayBicycle laneBus laneYou can ride your bike right to the terminals, entirely on bike paths.
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These last couple photos are in the center of Amsterdam, by the way.
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In the Netherlands pretty much the entire country's transportation infrastructure has been planned and built with serious consideration for safely and conveniently riding bikes.
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Special bike bridges, overpasses and tunnels.





Bikestations
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Here’s another view of the fietsflat.
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Bicycles parked in enormous structures And in the more than 250 bike shops in the city



Safety in Numbers



Overall traffic safety in the Netherlands is 
the best in Europe with 45 deaths per 
million inhabitants per year.

The US has 147 traffic deaths per million 
inhabitants per year. 









Public Bike Share
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Presentation Notes
"Back in the 1960s, when I was young, and I thought smart, the idea occurred to me and some of my friends that bicycles were surely the best way for people to get around cities. We could see that for ourselves every day on the streets of Amsterdam. However as we thought about it, it struck us that something was missing. So we came up with something we called the White Bicycles. Free bikes" 
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